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How We Got Engaged

A couple weeks before October 3rd, Josh asked if I'd like to go on a date to celebrate our year of Verb - 

Present Tense . I eagerly agreed, but thought it was going to be just a Adjective date. Boy was I

Adverb ! When he came to pick me up for our Adjective anniversary celebration, I answered the

door, "Would you like to go on a Noun hunt?" he said with a big grin. I said, "Of Noun !" He

held out an Noun with my name on it. I opened it up and inside was a cleverly written riddle. The riddle

led me to the first place we met- backstage at Determiner Proper Noun at Brook Hills. We hopped

in his Noun and headed to the church. When we got to the church, we walked to the spot where we first

exchanged handshakes and Noun - Plural . Sitting close by was another envelope with my name on it. It led

us to another place that was special to us, which led to another special place and so on, and so on....

The Noun destination was the restaurant he took me to for our first date a year earlier. (Side Note:

Throughout the scavenger hunt I kept wondering if he was going to propose, but I would keep telling myself that

it's not even possible. The night before we were talking and he was telling me that he was still trying to save up

more Noun for a ring. He said he was even considering selling his Noun Noun , so I

knew it couldn't even be possible. Even so, there was a tinny tiny hope.) We got to the Noun , and once

we sit down he says, "I know you're probably wondering why I've been keeping my phone from you and acting a

little weird today. It's because I didn't want to give this away." He gave me a really pretty Noun . I tried

to muster up all of the Noun I could when he gave me that necklace. "I love it! Thank you so much!" I

said with a fake Noun . If you ask Josh, he'd tell you I looked so disappointment. I knew at that moment

there



was absolutely no chance he was going to propose.

After we finished dinner, Josh revealed that there were two Noun to to go. The next riddle

led us to Proper Noun Proper Noun , which is where we went after dinner the year before. When got

back in the Noun , he gave me the last riddle...

"Now that the day is coming to an end

I'd like to remind you that you truly are my Verb - Present Tense Adverb

Thinking back on all the Existential there we share

There is no one else in the Modal who to you will compare

So before we turn in I'd like to make one more stop

To a place you've mentioned that lies near the Noun shop

You take notice every time we pass

And I've noticed you noticing that view is high class

So let's go see Noun from above

Contributing a new memory to our story of love"

I knew exactly which spot he was talking about. It's this Noun just below the Vulcan (a statue in B'ham)

. It's provides a Adjective view of downtown Birmingham. Every time we Verb - Non 3rd Person 

Singular Present by I notice it. We parked near the trail and got out of the car. He grabbed his Noun and

a Noun Noun - Plural . It's night at this point; so dark we can barely see a foot in front of us. I

asked



him if we should be here since the trail was closed. He said, "I already got permission to be here." We walked

down the Noun and came to a clearing where we could see downtown perfectly with it's bright pretty

Noun - Plural . He set up the chairs and got out his Noun . Then he held out his hand and gave me

a Noun . Not an engagement Noun , but a Noun that my mom gave me a while ago. I

had accidentally left it home a few months earlier. "How did you get this?" I asked. "I went and got it for you," 

he replied. That's when I knew he talked to my dad. He didn't say anything else, and started playing and singing

a song called " Proper Noun Preposition or subordinating conjunction Determiner " by Ben Rector. It is a

favorite of mine. The chorus goes,

"I wanna love you/ forever I do/ I wanna spend all of my Pronoun with you/ I'll carry your

Verb and be the wind at your Verb - Past Tense / I wanna spend my forever like that"

I could have melted right then and there. On the last chorus he got down on one knee. When the song ended, he

popped the question, "Will you Verb me?" "YES, yes, YES, yes, yes, OMG, YES!" I said like a

Adjective Noun Noun on the cheer squad. Josh Appel asked me to be his

Noun , and I didn't see it coming. What a wonderful day it was.

I CANNOT wait to be his bride.
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